The least square method has now been generalized to accept any suitable set of orthogonal func!i ons wh i ch can describe the vector potentia I function outside a circular boundary so l ocated that no external sources are present. We have proceeded to incorporate the boundary condition into cartesian prob I ems· wh i ch i nvo I ve no syrrrnetry, and into ax i s-synmetry cy I i ndric a I prob I ems that may have I ef t-ri ght syrrmetry, anti sYlTJ1letry or no symmetry. 
n=l A is the vector potenti a 1 and E. is a working matrix, and the surrmati on is over the entire· mesh points of the inner arc.
In the free space region the vector potential can be expressed as a sum of harmonic terms, each employing powers of l/r. 
Solving f or OJ on the in ner arc' r=R -H we-get
, Using Eq. (2) on the outer arc r = R and substituting the expressions for OJ and Vi we arrive at 
The harmonic functions F i (s) are a combinati on of the trigonometric.
functions SIN and COS. It is, however; convenient to express them i n the following way
The explicit functions· are listed in the table· below. 1 9) cos (a2, 9)
The terms used to describe the vector-potenti al of a regu_ lar-dipole-are:
Midplane symmetry : t = 1, 3, 5, . .... 2k-1; k = 1, 2, 3, 4 2k-1 . case c, so 1 ved mi dp 1 ane.
,
Axis-Symmetry Problems with Polar Coordinates
Here we consider cases which obey symmetry with respect to revolution around the Z axis. The component A<j> of a vector potential A = A (r, ~) e¢ in a spherical coordinate system may employ terms of the form rn P 1 (u) and Here r = (p2 +-l)I/2, p =. r sine, z =-r " cass, and u = cos " wi th "
denoting the angle from the pole (co-latitude).
-"--~--+--¢;--;p V Z.
In a region (r > R) devoid of externa 1 sources we may expect that A¢ can be represented exclusively in terms of the form ' 
We recognize the fact that our normalization factor .2. is different from the conventional one
In acyl i ndri cal geometry the flux 1 i nes are represented by the product" 
1
-cos e, .
•. assuming, though, that as the problem continues to relax the coefficient_ for (l/ r) will continue to decline letting the term (1/r3) become dominant.
The-same proces s wi 11 be true-runn i ng POISSON for ca ses wi th a 1 arger numoer of poles where the leaDing term takes the form of 1/r n with n » 1.
Polar Coordinates
We differentiate the vector potential Ae with respect to axial synvnetry axi s.
Ae aAe = (cos aZ 2 az.
=.
a . The vector potential. alorg r at z = o. pf q single current loop carrYing
